
Forest Curses 

By: Connor B & Tripp C 
 
Moving In 
Connor And Tripp are both sixteen years old. We are moving into a cabin in 
the forest. It took us four hours to drive there. Now we are going to bed 
“good night” Connor said.  We are on a king sized bed and heard a 
fragment noise of paper.  We took the paper out from beneath the pillow 
and put it on the writing desk and went to sleep.  When we woke up we 
observed it carefully and discovered it was a treasure map.  So we followed 
the map into the frigid misty forest. It started to rain so we went inside to 
grab are jackets and rain boots. 
 
The Blue Moon 
Then it started thundering so we sat there for two hours. While we were 
waiting we looked at the treasure map for secrets things.  So when it 
stopped raining we went outside.  We stepped in the damp mud and 
followed the trail.  There was a hole, we tried to jump over the hole but we 
fell in. “Are we going to drown in here?” Tripp questioned. 
“I hope not, but we might drown if the rain, rains for 10 more minutes.” 
Connor spoke. 
“Hey look Tripp, there is a vine.”  “Let’s go”, bust out Tripp.   
So they grabbed the vine then it stopped and it started raining hard and 
fast. BOOM!!!!! “That was thunder” Connor said then are eyes had salty 
tears then a dirt hallway appeared the mist covered it the hallway 
disappeared the water rose up for feet if the water rises up one more foot 
we will drown. Then a rope ladder appeared “Tripp go up first.” Connor said 
“OK” Tripp said, Tripp went up the ladder “hold it Tripp”, connor 
said.  There was a creaking noise “watch out” yelled Tripp.  Then Connor 
got pushed back into the hole then the tree fell on Tripp. Connor climbed up 
the ladder and pushed the tree over then got Tripp out and slept in the 
forest together. 
 
Time Travel 
When Connor woke up Connor YELLED!!!!!! “Tripp Tripp are you ok, say 
something!” Tripp’s eyes opened Tripp said “something.” Connor said, “We 
both started giggling we fell on are backs we could not sit up. When we 
stopped we realized the hole disappeared. We started walking and found a 
chest in the middle of the path we opened it and found a riddle in said. 
 



Go to a cliff, look for wood planks for what seems to be a ray. 
 
Careful where you step the ground might be fake so were you step look for 
a red ribbon then stop. 
 
We looked for a mountain and went to the cliff of it. There was bridge and 
we went on the bridge it looked like was a 100 ft drop.  All of asiden 
CRACK the wood on one plank fell while Connor wads on it quickly Tripp 
grabbed Connor. “Thanks” Connor gasped. “Your Welcome.” Tripp smiled. 
“Why are you smiling” Connor said anxiously “because we are not dead 
yet. “Well let’s keep on going shall we” Connor yelled quietly “yes we shall” 
Tripp said annoyingly. Then “I’ve got you” YELD Tripp CREEK! SNAP! 
 
Then all went DARK….. 
 
“Where are we” Tripp echoed “in the middle of nowhere except maybe in a 
cave, vanyon, and also valley.” Connor also echoed. “It’s cold out” 
shuttered Tripp 
BOOM!!!!!! 
 
“What is that” they both cried out loud the thing looked like an arch with a 
rectangle at the bottom the middle turned blue with light blue sound wave 
looking things in the middle.  “Well should we go in?” Connor asked “don’t 
see why not” Tripp said sassily. Connor leaned closer and the SLAP 
Connor zoomed face first into the thing and boom he was gone. Tripp 
looked behind himself and slap he went face forwards too. They stood up 
and looked around. Poof a man appeared and disappeared and 
reappeared behind a bush and crept :should we follow him” whispered 
Connor “yes” whispered Tripp. 
 
The man and the military base 
While we followed him there was a chest with tons of diamonds we picked 
it up BOOM!!!!!! 
Well we followed him and it led us to a secret military place in jail.  I guess 
the spy nocked us out.  Just then a guy was going to walk passed with 
keys. Tripp said “he’s going to walk pass again and I’m going to say can 
you tell us why we are in jail.” In front of the jail he comes over we grab his 
uniform pick him up and bang him on the bars and we get the keys.  Tripp 
says exactly what he said he would.  Tripp took the guys clothes then 
another military soldier comes and yelled “stop right there.” Connor went 
and made him faint just like the other one and Connor took his clothes too.  



They both went t the captain of the secret military base. Connor spoke like 
if he were a member of his troop. “Where did you put the tons of diamond 
of these two boys” the captain said “in the military base right on the left of 
where the two boys are.” Connor said “yes sir, yes sir.” and we left. When 
we got there we opened the door and saw the bag of diamonds. We saw 
the time traveler thing we saw a sign it said. “1925” that was 100 days 
before our time. The time traveler has grown and I saw a truck.  We put the 
bag of diamond on the back we used the keys turned it on and went into 
the traveler and we were at our house. The time traveler disappeared, our 
mom ran out “are you alright I was so worried you should have told me you 
were leaving.” Then we went to bed. 
 
 


